
                                                                                

Our day will start at Turkington’s on the Sweep Road in Cookstown at 10.00am. Tea or 

coffee and scones will be served in the pleasant and tranquil surroundings of Emily’s 

Coffee Bar. Trailer parking is available if required, close to the start point. For further 

details please contact Des on 07808964982 or Keith on 07768585674  

                                                                                                                                 

 

 

 

We will resume our run and make our way through the Sperrins taking in some of the most breath taking 

scenery which Ireland has to offer, making our way along the Owenkillew to Glenhull and then Gortin 

village. We will travel along the Main St where you may stop for an ice cream before making our final 

part of the Run through the very scenic Gortin Lakes looking down on the village before we very soon 

arrive at our destination of the very lush and pleasant Glenpark Estate hotel where we will have our 

meal (2 course with great menu choices) This is a Great value run at £25 per person. There are 7 rooms 

available here as well as 2 log cabins and a caravan site. We hope you can join us. Entry forms can be 

downloaded from UPWAC and AOVC websites or contact the organisers on the phone numbers above. 

                                                        

You are invited to UPWAC ‘Sperrin Run’ Saturday 10th June 2023 

We will leave on our run at 11 am and make our way 

around Cookstown heading towards the foothills of the 

Sperrins continuing on to the historic town of Draperstown, 

created by the London company of Draper’s. Facilities and 

Fuel are available at several locations on our route. 

 

We will then make our way towards our mid run halt at 

the OM Dark Sky Observatory where you may have a 

break and enjoy your picnic (please bring your own) or 

avail of the self-service cafeteria on site.  There is 

seating in the centre as well as facilities and picnic tables 

conveniently located in the car park.  

£25pp 


